Attracting Talent – How we do it

By now I believe that everyone knows the value of talented individuals within an
organization. But in order to hire the best ones you need to ﬁnd them ﬁrst.
This can be a long and bumpy road ahead. But, if you identify your target, study
it, communicate smart and focus the recruitment eﬀorts in the right direction,
you will be able to attract the right people for the right jobs.
Here’s an example of how to do it, based on our wonderful experience in
Mozambique, Cameroon, Ghana and Senegal, with one of the largest
employers in sub-Saharan Africa, a leading company in integrated logistics
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Advertise Smart

No need to say that recruiting is not a process of wishing the right candidates will knock
at your door out of the blue. You need to show yourself out there, but not anywhere.
Deciding how and where to advertise is directly related to the candidate proﬁle.
So what we did ﬁrst was to identify the exact proﬁle (competencies, skills, knowledge
and motivation that will suit the job perfectly) and understand the behavior (where
could we ﬁnd them, what do they like, how to communicate with them).
Based on this research we identiﬁed channels and prioritized them according to their
relevance and reach power. Identifying the right channels is a key factor of success,
because otherwise we would be barking at the wrong tree.
Next, we wanted to make sure that applying for the job was an easy process, at a click
away. So we created an online application system for collecting resumes. You really
‘don’t want to ﬁnd your talent and loose it as soon as they want to apply because of
an unbearable journey of never ending steps.
At the end of this strategic approach we came up with a well-structured advertising plan
and a list of channels, each with speciﬁc objectives and timings for promotion.
Also, we developed an eye-catching site with comprehensive job ads, a friendly application system and of course, the Tell-a-Friend button that helped us to go viral and collect
thousands of applications.
Surely, this sounds nice and kind of easier said than done. We got to the implementation
phase where we tracked, measured and optimized constantly our channels. Long story
short, this is where we advertised and found talent:
Major local newspapers
Local Career & News websites
NGO network partnerships
University alumni networks
Direct contacting
Online Ads (with very well targeted audiences on Facebook, Google and LinkedIn)
Personal & Professional network recommendations

Great! I suppose you are already wandering about the results we had.
Well, the entire campaign generated more than 5000 resumes in one month.
Pretty impressive, right?
But what are the chances to have 5000 matches?
That’s why we continued with an assessment process.
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Select for a perfect match

Having 5000 applicants was very encouraging, but this demanded a thorough design of
assessment to narrow it down to a short list (a very short list) of 24 recommendations to
be hired.
Long story short, we followed the following steps:
CV Screening
5000 CV’s were read and assessed according to a set of criteria demanded by the role. This procedure
resulted in ﬁnding an estimate of 1000 CV’s with a matching potential.

Phone screening
Next, to further sift out, we started contacting every one of them for a phone interview. This helped us
to identify whatever information we couldn’t ﬁnd mentioned in the CV. Valuable information like
motivation, availability, interests and such were found during the interview.

Ability testing
500 candidates qualiﬁed further and entered into the third phase. We invited all of them, in clusters, to
take a written logical test. This activity happened in 2 locations: Abidjan and Maputo.

Assessment Centers
We conducted Assessment Centers in 3 countries: Senegal, Cameroon and Ghana with a total al 48
people assessed – the ﬁrst 48 professionals according to the logical reasoning test results. This was the
ﬁnal and most elaborated step, as each assessment center measured a set of 14 competencies within 3
exercises:
Individual presentation – this was held in front of the assessors committee and measured leadership,
training abilities, self-control and stress resilience.
Group exercise – based on a case study, the participants were asked to work as a group to make
several business decisions. We looked for competencies like teamwork, conﬂict management, communication skills, listening skills, open minded approach, adaptability and others.
Group interview – this was the ﬁnal assessment tool, in which we assessed communications skills,
motivation, willingness to travel and language skills.

After 6 assessment days, we concluded a short list of 24 people. These were the ﬁnal
candidates that were recommended and got the desired job within our client.

Conclusion

Now, this is only one example of how to attract and select the best talent on the market.
We have experience in many more, and I can tell you that these projects rarely look
alike. If you’re wondering what is the most important step in the process, well, the truth
is every step has a key role in reaching the ﬁnal objective, which is hiring the best match
for your company and role.
Starting with advertising and ﬁnding your way to them and reach their attention, to
having a well-planned assessment strategy, they are all completing each other and
focusing you on the right people.
I know, you are probably thinking that this process took maybe a couple of months to
come to an end and you are right. It took 3 month and a few days to reach the short list
(though I must restate we found the most suited candidates). Surely, most of you out
there don’t have a similar schedule to work with. So here comes the good news!
WorkinAfrica does it all for you in a matter of minutes - is faster, easier and equally
skilled to ﬁnd the best match for you and your company. How does it do it?
WorkinAfrica matches every candidate’s skills with those required by the job and
provides you instantly will a list of suited candidates ordered by the matching score.
Let’s say you’re looking for a banking magician, an inspirational teacher or a
passionate programmer. As soon as you post your job ad online, WorkinAfrica will
search the data base for the best professionals to perform at that job. After screening
more than 500.000 professionals (which takes no more than a couple of minutes!) you
will be presented with the top professionals that match your job, just like that.
In other words, WorkinAfrica makes 3 month become 3 minutes. I let you imagine the
money and the resources you save. Basically, you have all the above steps integrated
in one technology – from the advertising phase that reaches more than 500.000
professionals, to the selection phase based on the candidate – job matching.
To keep it short, WorkinAfrica is the way we attract talent. Care to give it a try?

